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10 REASONS TO VISIT
MANTOVA

10 -THE UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
In 2008, Mantua, together with Sabbioneta, were recognised as UNESCO
World Heritage Sites thanks to its exceptional evidence of Renaissance
urban, architectural and artistic achievements, linked together through
the ideas and actions that the extraordinary Gonzaga family
implemented in the territory.

9 - THE LARGEST PALACE IN EUROPE
A city within a city! Built during the dominion of the Gonzaga family,
which lasted more than 4 centuries, PALAZZO DUCALE has more rooms
than any other in Europe: 535! “Palazzo Ducale”, with its 34,000 square
metres, contains the pictorial masterpieces of Pisanello, Giulio Romano,
Rubens, Andrea Mantegna as well as the marvellous tapestries designed
by Raphael.

8 -LOTUS FLOWERS
In 1921 the botanist Maria Pellegraffi Zanbianchi brought the lotus
flower to Mantua, believing our lakes to be the ideal habitat for one of
the most beloved flowers. Now the lotus flower covers a significant part
of Lake Superior and forms the largest expanse outside Japan, giving rise
to an extraordinary flowering in July and August.

FROM BOLOGNA

7 - THE FIRST EXAMPLE OF A 3D PAINTING
PALAZZO TE offers the first example of a 3D painting in art history.
The Palace of Leisure and Pleasure, a Renaissance masterpiece designed
by Giulio Romano, with extraordinary frescoes by Mantegna and the
great Capitoline genius, such as the Hall of Horses, the Hall of Cupid and
Psyche and the Hall of Giants. The latter, by its shape and design,
represents the first example of art in three dimensions in the history of
art.

FROM BOLOGNA

6- THE ITALIAN PROVINCE WITH THE HIGHEST
NUMBER OF MICHELIN STARS PER INHABITANT
Good food has been a part of life in Mantua since Gonzaga times. Today,
Mantua maintains its traditions thanks to its high quality restaurants,
which have made it the province with the highest number of Michelin
stars per inhabitant... Some chefs have been awarded as 'Best Chef in
the World'.

5 -THE CITY WHERE VIRGIL, THE GREATEST
CLASSICAL POET, WAS BORN
“Mantua me genuit' (Mantua generated me), so sang Virgil, the greatest
poet of the classical age, author of masterpieces such as “The Aeneid”,
“The Eclogues”, and “The Georgics”. Virgil is also Dante's spiritual guide in
the famous“Divine Comedy”.

4- THE BLOOD OF CHRIST/HOLY GRAIL IS KEPT
The most important relic of Christianity, the blood of Jesus Christ
collected at the foot of the Cross by St. Longinus is preserved in the socalled “Sacri Vasi”, kept in the crypt of St. Andrew. The origin of the relic is
recognised by the Church, so much so that Pope Wojtyla, during his visit
to Mantua, gathered in prayer before the precious relic…

FROM BOLOGNA

3- THE BIBIENA THEATRE WHERE MOZART PLAYED
Mantua is one of the few Italian cities that can boast about the presence
of W. A. Mozart in one of its theatres. The Salzburg genius inaugurated
Mantua's “Teatro Bibiena” at the age of 14. On that occasion, his father
Leopold called the Bibiena “the most beautiful theatre in the world'.

FROM BOLOGNA

2- THE CITY WHERE SHAKESPEARE'S ROMEO LIVED
HIS EXILE
Mantua is a fundamental city in the most romantic story in literature,
Shakespeare's “Romeo and Juliet”. Mantua is the city where Romeo was
exiled and bought the poison from the apothecary.
Juliet: “That glimmer over there is not yet the morning light. I know it well:
it's a meteor that the sun radiates and makes bright so that it may torch
you this night and light your way to Mantua…”

FROM BOLOGNA
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TRAINING COURSES FOR
STAFF MEMBERS

#1 THE GORDON INTEGRATED METHOD IN THE
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE STUDENT
Gordon develops “short training” on communication skills and
solving skills for interpersonal conflicts that, through a structured
approach, make people and groups more effective.
In particular, he promoted a program for teachers (Teacher
Effectiveness Training): some useful methodologies in the
classroom to create an effective relationship between teacher and
students and among the students themselves.
During the training, teachers will learn how to avoid the
“roadblocks” that cause most helping attempts to fail, such as the
modification of the environment to prevent problems and conflicts.

#2 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT BETWEEN
TEACHERS
Schools put in place particular types of relationships and,
therefore, particular types of conflicts, which are to be considered
as one of the most important components to achieve
organizational purposes, such as for example of working groups or
teams.
Conflict is an inevitable social phenomenon – in some respects,
even desirable – that characterizes relationships.
In the school context, the relationships between teachers are
crucial and it is essential that they are managed proactively,
constructively, aimed at the well-being of the teacher himself and
oriented towards the student.
School directors, teachers and administrative staff play a
fundamental role in this scenario as part of the context in which
the conflict emerges.

TRAINING COURSES FOR
STAFF MEMBERS

#3 CLIL TRAINING
CLIL stands for Content and Language Integrated Learning. It’s a
teaching approach that uses a foreign language as a tool in the
learning of non-language subjects.
In order to operate through the CLIL approach, teachers need to
be proficient in three core competence areas: target language;
subject content; CLIL methodologies. This course aims at providing
a methodological and educational training in the CLIL method to
teachers. It is aimed at all teachers both of linguistic and nonlinguistic disciplines interested in the implementation of shared
learning programmes through a foreign language. This course is
also for trainers and educators, instructors.

#4 DISTANCE LEARNING
Distance learning is becoming a common solution to address
modern challenges and to adapt to technological advancement
and changing lifestyles. Proper and specific teaching
methodologies need to be adopted in order to implement distance
learning.
This course aims to transfer specific methodologies to set a
productive and efficient learning environment for distance learning
through digital means, practising the use of the tools and digital
solutions available.

TRAINING COURSES FOR
STAFF MEMBERS

#5 METACOGNITIVE TEACHING METHODS
Metacognition in neuroscience, is the awareness of one’s own
learning or thinking processes – the ability to analyze tasks, set
goals, implement strategies and reflect on what we’re learning. This
helps learners make greater sense of their life experiences. When
teachers are able to transfer an appropriate learning method and
to cultivate learners’ abilities to reflect on, monitor, and evaluate
their learning strategies, young people become more self-reliant,
flexible, and productive.This course aims to transfer competences
and methodologies for teachers to incorporate metacognition
strategies in their teaching practices and to teach metacognition
techniques to their students.

#6 ETHNIC DIVERSITY AND INCLUSIVITY IN THE
CLASSROOM
This course encourages the convergence of classroom
management to actions aimed at promoting inclusiveness,
providing the competences and methodologies needed to develop
specific disciplinary techniques and relevant classroom
management strategies to address diversity in all of its forms and
in particular ethnic diversity.
Having an understanding and respect for other cultures and
ethnicities is an important aspect to establish in the classroom
environment and to nurtur the personal development of students.
The training purpose is to learn to design a class project that
reflects the goals of a multiethnic curriculum.

TRAINING COURSES FOR
STAFF MEMBERS

#7 INTENSIVE ENGLISH COURSE FOR TEACHERS
AND SCHOOL STAFF
A dynamic course for teachers who intend to improve their
proficiency in a foreign language or become more familiar with
innovative methods for teaching in a foreign language classroom.
Objectives: Improve teacher’s English competences through
implementation of experimental language-learning methods and
practice.

#8 EUROPEAN PROJECT DESIGN AND
MANAGEMENT
European Project Design and management training for school staff,
aims at providing a thorough understanding of the EU grants and
will allow the participants to acquire the theoretical and practical
fundamentals of project management in order to acquire and
improve project management skills and increase access to
European Funds. The training will offer extensive use of exercises
and case studies about all funding opportunities proposed with
main focus on Erasmus+ Programme projects.
After completing this course, the participants will be able to:
Comprehend how EU grants function, Planning and drafting the
project idea, Partners coordination and responsibilities sharing,
Organizing and implementing the activities, budgeting, technical
and financial progress of an funded project, monitoring and
evaluating.

TRAINING COURSES FOR
STAFF MEMBERS

#9 GAMIFICATION IN EDUCATION AND GAME
BASED LEARNING
Games can introduce goals, interaction, feedback, problem solving,
competition, narrative, and fun learning environments, elements
that can increase learner engagement and sustain motivation.
Gamification applies game elements or a game framework to
existing learning activities; game-based learning designs learning
activities that are intrinsically game-like. Participating in this course
will discover how to integrate game-based mechanics and game
thinking to turn the learning process as a whole into a game.
(Gamification) and practical apps and tools to use games as part of
the learning process (Game Based learning).

#10 SOFT SKILLS – COMPETENCIES FOR THE CREATION
OF A PRODUCTIVE AND EFFICIENT WORKPLACE
Soft skills are communicative skills, teamwork, creativity,
entrepreneurial skills, time management, decision-making and so
on. They are much more aligned with the personality of a teacher,
his/her way of thinking, attitude and motivation. Also, they are
more “transferable”, which means: usable in different contexts, this
makes teachers able to perform better at the workplace. The
course will help teachers to create a productive and efficient
environment because it give the opportunities to raise awareness
about positive attitudes and behaviours (e.g. taking the initiative
and doing one’s part of the work); a strong sense of responsibility
(e.g. definition of objectives and priorities, compliance with
obligations, reliability); adaptability (e.g. carrying out multiple tasks
or projects; being innovative and resourceful; being open and
sensitive to change).

TRAINING COURSES FOR
STAFF MEMBERS

#11 PATHWAYS FOR TEACHERS AND LEARNERS
WELLBEING
This course focuses on enhancing a positive approach to education
to promote well-being of both teachers and students within the
school environment.
Participants will learn how to develop positive thinking related skills
whilst being introduced to key concepts educational psychology.
Theories and researches will add substance to their practical
exercises aimed at improving communicative skills with themselves,
their students and colleagues, learning how to convert negative,
disruptive, un-effective communication into positive relationships.
Furthermore participants will also be introduced to mindfulness,
which wil enable them to clear their minds, boost self-awareness
and focus on their goals.

#12 COACHING AND SCHOOL COUNSELLING
SKILLS
Counselling is a helping approach that highlights the emotional and
intellectual experience of a person: how a person is feeling and
what they think about the problem they have sought help for.
Teachers can adopt coaching tools and strategies to foster and
improve students’ learning process, attainment and emotional
intelligence and identify the potentialities for an individual tailored
path.
The objectives of the course are to enhance the understanding of
coaching and emotional intelligence, offering teachers the
possibilities of using coaching methods in formal education
pathways, and boost learners’ learning process and motivation.

TRAINING COURSES FOR
STAFF MEMBERS

#13 START UP MAKING OF AND BUSINESS
PLANNING
An intensive training session that will cover the crucial points and
the most efficient methods, useful for developing sectoral
knowledge regarding the formulation and implementation of
business models in today’s markets. The ability of teachers to
explore and nurture the entrepreneurial attitudes of their
students is fundamental to their students' professional and
personal growth. Thanks to the course, knowledge on how to
cultivate these interests in students will be provided.

#14 TEACHING ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND
LEADERSHIP
Entrepreneurship is a dynamic process of vision, change and
creation towards the creation of new ideas ad solutions.
Supporting students to develop an entrepreneurial mind-set and
leadership skills at school to acquire concrete working methods,
learning activities.

#15 DIGITAL MARKETING BASICS
A course that will allow its participants to develop the fundamental
skills to approach the world of Digital Marketing: a branch of
advertising that represents the primartool for promoting a
Business.
Digital marketing principles will help participants get their message
out and see more success in business or other online endeavors.

TRAINING COURSES FOR
STAFF MEMBERS

#16 RECYCLING AND ART-THERAPY
Creativity and arts expand the ability to interact with the world and
provide a new set of skills for self-expression, understanding, and
communication. This may also prove valuable for teachers and
educators who need to be able to take a new perspective on their
circumstances and be driven to develop alternative solutions
regarding their professional realization, their students' needs and
the challenges that teaching includes. Art therapy combined with
recycling activities can stimulate creativity but also have beneficial
effects on the practitioner by helping the class (both teachers and
students) to have a better learning-teaching experience.
Furthermore, green activities are of great support to the
environment.

#17 NEW TEACHING METHODS
This course has been created for teachers who want to learn more
about managing an effective and up-to-date classroom that
encourages participation and engaged learning using creativity and
the latest classroom tools. Participants will get hands-on
experience of ICT in education and will learn how to enhance both
students’ soft skills and their critical and creative thinking. Through
interactive and engaging activities participants will also learn how
to boost motivation, establish classroom rules, provide clear
instructions, monitor, develop rapport, incorporate pair and group
work, assess complex skills.

CUSTOMIZED ACTIVITIES
AND TRAINING

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
Promimpresa is able to organise ad hoc training for groups of
teachers and customized activities for students. Our extensive
network of trainers allows us to create training projects and
teaching programmes based on the requirements of your
institution or organisation, with a view to achieving the objectives of
your Erasmus+ project.

Do not hesitate to ask us for a
customised programme on any subject!

ORGANISATIONAL
SUPPORT

ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT
Our organisational support can include the following services:
- Identification of the adequate hosting organisations
according to each participant’s profile;
- Preparation of all necessary documentation in
combination with the sending organisation;
- Support to identify the best travel options from and to
Italy;
- Transfer management from and to the airport;
- Accommodation management according to the group’s
requirements;
- Insurance policy management during the group’s
mobility;
- Welcome meeting during the first mobility day. In this
meeting participants receive detailed information about their
hosting organisations, practical information (city maps,
emergency telephone, closest medical center…) as well as
touristic information;
- A 24/7 emergency phone at the group’s disposal in case of
urgent issues;
- Permanent follow-up during the whole mobility period.
The group has a tutor who is there to aid with resolving any
problems that may arise;
- Meetings with the group to follow up the mobility
experience;
- Cultural visits in the weekend (optional);
- Management of participants’ travel cards;
- Preparation of mobility certificates;
- Support in the mobility dissemination actions.

TYPE OF SERVICES

FULL SUPPORT
The option includes:
- Preparation of all necessary documentation in combination with
the sending organisation
- Support to identify the best travel options
- Transfer management from/ to the airport
-Accommodation management according to the group
requirements
- Management of the insurance policy for the group during the
mobility
- Welcome meeting during the first mobility day
- A 24 hours emergency telephone at the group disposal in case of
urgent issues
- Permanent follow-up during the whole mobility period
- Meetings with the group to follow up the mobility experience
- Management of participants’ travel cards
- Preparation of mobility certificates
- Support in the mobility dissemination actions
- TRAINING COURSE DELIVERY or JOB SHADOWING HOSTING (for
teachers)
- Identification of hosting companies (for students' internships)
- Cultural Visit management

TRAINING COURSE DELIVERY
This service is dedicated to teachers, educators and staff
members.
The option includes:
- Welcome meeting during the first mobility day
- Permanent follow-up during the whole mobility period
- Meetings with the group to follow up the mobility experience
- TRAINING COURSE DELIVERY
- Preparation of mobility certificates

TYPE OF SERVICES

JOB SHADOWING HOSTING
This service is dedicated to teachers, educators and staff
members.
The option includes:
- Welcome meeting during the first mobility day
- Permanent follow-up during the whole mobility period
- Meetings with the group to follow up the mobility experience
- Assignement of TUTOR
- JOB SHADOWING ACTIVITIES
- Preparation of mobility certificates

INTERNSHIP ORGANISATION
This service is dedicated to students.
The option includes:
- Welcome meeting during the first mobility day
- Permanent follow-up during the whole mobility period
- Meetings with the group to follow up the mobility experience
- Identification of the Companies hosting the internship
- Permanent follow-up for the intership activities and support in
the communication with the Companies hosting the intership
- Preparation of mobility certificates
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